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How Being an Optimist Makes a Difference: The Protective Role of Optimism in Adolescents' Adjustment to Parental Separation

Julia Tetzner¹,² and Michael Becker²

Abstract

This longitudinal study of N = 1,566 adolescents investigated the protective role of optimism in adjustment to parental separation, focusing on two salient challenges faced by adolescents, namely academic achievement and self-esteem. Based on latent change models, the results indicated associations between parental separation and short-term declines in academic achievement as well as short-term and longer term declines in self-esteem. Although optimism in general showed positive associations with academic achievement and self-esteem, its role as a protective factor proved to be particularly important for academic achievement in adjustment following parental separation.
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Adolescence is a time of multiple challenges and changes. On one hand, adolescents have to face multiple age-graded tasks as they grow up. On the other hand, idiosyncratic life events can have a strong impact on ontogenetic development (Baltes, Lindenberger, & Staudinger, 2006; Brim & Ryff, 1980; Lucas, 2007). Research from recent decades demonstrated that the separation of parents is such an idiosyncratic experience for adolescents that it is generally experienced negatively, demands substantial adjustment (for recent reviews, see Amato, 2010; Hartman et al., 2011; Lansford, 2009), and can have enduring consequences even in adulthood (Fergusson, McLeod, & Horwood, 2014). Although parental separation is usually associated with negative outcomes, young people can differ widely in their reactions (Hetherington, 2006; Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999), and it is not yet fully understood which processes contribute to the variety of reactions. This study will address this important issue by highlighting the protective role of optimism in the adjustment to parental separation in two salient aspects of development during adolescence, namely academic achievement and self-esteem.

Parental Separation and Developmental Trajectories During Adolescence

Throughout adolescence, individuals have to deal with several major challenges that have lasting implications even into later adult life (Fergusson et al., 2014; Wrosch & Freund, 2001). Most researchers agree that adolescents who experience divorce or separation of their parents are at risk for a variety of negative outcomes (for reviews, see Amato, 2010; Hartman et al., 2011; Lansford, 2009), which can include main age-salient challenges, for example, regarding academic achievement (Frisco, Muller, & Frank, 2007; Ham, 2003; Jeynes, 2002; Menning, 2006; Sgle-Rushton, Lyngstad, Andersen, & Kravdal, 2014) and self-esteem (Bynum & Durm, 1996; Mandara & Murray, 2000; Sun & Li, 2002). Empirical studies have explained declines in developmental trajectories mainly through mechanisms such as financial problems, a lower degree of involvement of the nonresidential parent, or a reduction in supervision by resident parents (McLanahan, 1999; Menning, 2006; Pong & Ju, 2000).

In a recent review, Amato (2010) argued that many investigations did not control for differences among adolescents prior to parental separation, and it is therefore questionable whether differences should be interpreted (at least in part) in terms of selection effects. In line with this, some studies have reported differences prior to parental separation, associated with fewer...
The Moderating Role of Optimism

Although previous research has shown that on average, adolescents show negative outcomes associated with parental separation, young people can differ substantially in their reaction to this life event (e.g., Hetherington, 2006; Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999). To explain this variability, recent investigations have focused on the detection of protective factors that enable adults to adjust and adapt successfully after a negative life event or significant adversity (cf. Amato, 2010). In addition to promoting factors (i.e., general beneficial effects on developmental processes), protective factors can change the impact of negative life events by interacting with them and ameliorating their negative influence (Keyes, 2004; Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000). So far, research has indicated moderating effects of several factors such as gender (McCabe, 1997), 1 children's age (Lansford et al., 2006), 2 or parental style (Velez, Wolchik, Tein, & Sandler, 2011). 3

Over and above these demographic and contextual variables, there is a lack of research examining the role of children's personal characteristics, for example, optimism in their adjustment to parental separation. Optimism is a personality trait that is associated with a better adjustment to diverse stressors (for overviews, see Carver & Connor-Smith, 2010; Carver, Scheier, & Segerstrom, 2010; Nes & Segerstrom, 2006). According to Carver and colleagues (2010, p. 879), optimists can be described as “people who expect good things to happen to them.” This generalized positive approach has substantial implications for how individuals cope with adversities and stressful situations (Nes & Segerstrom, 2006). Confronted with adverse life circumstances, optimists focus less on the negative aspects of a situation; they generally have positive expectations for the future and report less distress (Andersson, 1996; Scheier et al., 1989). After dealing with adversity, optimists are more likely to report that they have benefited from the experience in terms of personal growth (Litt, Tennen, Affleck, & Klock, 1992). In line with this, previous studies showed associations between dispositional optimism and a better adjustment to a broad range of stressful situations such as educational transitions (Brissette, Scheier, & Carver, 2002), the death or serious illness of a spouse (Kivimäki et al., 2005), and daily stressors (Robinson & Liu, 2013). Building on these findings, we can assume that optimism can also help young people adjust more appropriately to the various changes and challenges associated with parental separation at this time of major transitions in their academic and emotional well-being.

The Present Study

This study investigated the protective role of optimism in the adjustment to parental separation, focusing on two salient challenges to adolescents (academic achievement and self-esteem). In doing so, this investigation aspired to contribute to the knowledge of whether and how young people overcome adversity like parental separation, especially during adolescence when youth are experiencing major transitions in their academic and emotional lives.

As a basis for addressing the moderating effects of optimism, we wanted to replicate findings regarding declines in academic achievement and self-esteem following parental separation (Hypothesis 1). The best approach to addressing this issue is through the use of a longitudinal research design in which we control for baseline measurements prior to parental separation and investigate short-term and longer term associations with this life event. We expected to find declines in developmental trajectories related to parental separation over shorter time periods in academic achievement and self-esteem. For academic achievement, we expected to find both short-term and long-term declines because of the cumulative nature of learning processes (cf. Sun & Li, 2002). For self-esteem, we expected to find at least short-term effects of parental separation, but as some studies report recovery of self-esteem over long time spans (cf. Lucas, 2007; Sun & Li, 2002), we treated it as an open research question whether to expect an indication of a lasting, long-term effect or a regression to the initial level.

As a main aim of this study, we explored the role optimism may play in adjusting to parental separation. We focused on general beneficial effects of optimism for developmental trajectories in academic achievement and self-esteem during adolescence and expected to find generally positive associations regarding both constructs (promoting effects, i.e., the main effect; Hypothesis 2). Moreover, and most importantly, we addressed protective effects of optimism in the context of parental separation (i.e., interaction effects; Hypothesis 3). To our knowledge, no previous study investigated whether optimism acts as a protective factor (i.e., an interaction) for adjustment to parental separation during adolescence. Yet, recent investigations indicated moderating effects of optimism for coping with other life events (e.g., Robinson & Liu, 2013). We hypothesized that optimism is beneficial for adjustment to parental separation because individuals with a high level of optimism should have more positive and fewer negative expectations about possible changes following parental separation and should therefore show less decline in academic achievement and self-esteem.

Method

Participants

We used a subset of data from the German longitudinal study “Learning Processes, Educational Careers and Psychosocial Development in Adolescence and Young Adulthood” (BIJU; see Schnabel, Alfeld, Eccles, Köller, & Baumert, 2002, for details). The following analyses included data from $N =$
1,566 adolescents (female students = 58.4 percent) from 99 schools in Germany (158 in the vocational track of Germany’s multitrack system of secondary education, 313 in the intermediate track, 139 in comprehensive schools, and 956 in the academically oriented track). The analytic sample comprised adolescents with different educational backgrounds (64.6% of parents [father and/or mother] with at least a university entrance diploma) and socioeconomic backgrounds (highest socioeconomic status of parents: $M = 49.99, SD = 12.63$; Treiman-Index; Treiman, 1977). The study used three main measurement points (see Figure A1 in the appendix), that is, at the start of the 7th grade in 1991 ($t_1$), at the end of the 7th grade in 1992 ($t_2$), and at the end of the 10th grade in 1995 ($t_3$). Moreover, we used additional information from a supplementary measurement point halfway through the seventh grade in 1992 ($t_{1b}$).

**Design and Instruments**

**Developmental trajectories.** To investigate developmental trajectories in academic achievement and self-esteem, we considered the same indicators at the three main measurement points (see Figure A1 in the appendix). To assess academic achievement, we used standardized achievement tests from different studies of scholastic achievement in mathematics, English, and physics scaled on a common metric using a Rasch model (for further information, see Becker, Lüdtke, Trautwein, Köller, & Baumert, 2012). The reliabilities of the test scores were between $\alpha = .66$ and $\alpha = .88$. The indicator for self-esteem was measured by a short German version (Jerusalem, 1984; Trautwein, 2003) of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965). Former analyses had shown that latent correlations between the short and the long versions of the Rosenberg scale in German equaled unity (Trautwein, 2003). It contains 4 items (example item “At times I think I am no good at all”; $\tau_{A1} = .73$, and $\tau_{A2} = .81$, $\tau_{A3} = .88$) on a 4-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly agree and 4 = strongly disagree).

**Parental separation.** In this study, we operationalized parents as separated if one parent moved out of the household (regardless of whether a legal divorce occurred). At all measurement points, students were asked whether they lived with both parents in the same household, and we only used data of adolescents who had reported that they lived with both parents in the same household at $t_1$. We were thus able to account for baseline measurements of academic achievement and self-esteem at the start of the seventh grade prior to parental separation. For investigating shorter as well as longer term effects of parental separation, we tried to provide a relatively short time slot for potential parental separation between the first and second measurement points. Therefore, we used information from an additional data collection point midway through the seventh grade ($t_{1b}$; see Figure A1) to divide the sample into two groups (parental separation vs. ongoing parental relationship). Students were included in the parental separation group when they reported no parental separation at $t_{1b}$ but reported that they did not live with both parents in the same household at $t_2$ ($n = 72; 4.6\%$; control group: $n = 1,494$). Adolescents with parents who had already been separated at $t_{1b}$ as well as adolescents with parents who separated between the second and third measurement points ($t_2$ and $t_3$) were excluded from the analyses. Likewise, we excluded participants who reported a reunification of their parents between the second and the third data collection points. With this operationalization, we obtain two clearly defined groups, that is, we compare developmental trajectories of adolescents whose parents separated between the midpoint and the end of the seventh grade with developmental trajectories of adolescents whose parents lived together over the course of the study.

**Optimism.** To investigate the protective role of optimism, it is necessary to use a measurement taken prior to parental separation. To this end, we also used $t_{1b}$ to get a measurement of optimism not influenced by the event. We used self-ratings of the 4 items of the positively keyed subscale of the Life Orientation Test (Scheier & Carver, 1985; German translation by Wieland-Eckelmann & Carver, 1989; example item “In uncertain times, I usually expect the best”; $\alpha = .70$) on a 5-point Likert-type scale ($1 = \text{strongly agree}$ and $5 = \text{strongly disagree}$).

**Statistical Approach**

**Missing data.** For our analyses, we focused on participants with complete data on parental relationship status ($N = 1,566$). The missing data in the other variables averaged 25.9%. In such cases, current literature suggests replacing missing values by using multiple imputation (MI, cf. Graham, 2009; Little & Rubin, 2002). Although MI does not rule out parameter bias entirely, it maximizes test power and reduces the risk of biased parameter estimations, in particular in combination with auxiliary variables (cf. Collins, Schafer, & Kam, 2001). MI was carried out using the Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations package (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011) in the R 2.15.1 software (cf. R Core Team, 2014).

**Analytical strategy.** To investigate the developmental trajectories as a function of parental separation, we used multivariate latent change models for multiple groups (cf. McArdle, 2009; McArdle & Hamagami, 2001). For this, we specified a structural model across all data collection points and all developmental domains, with one latent factor for each point and construct, and progressively tested it for measurement invariance (not shown here); all models showed a very good model fit under strong factorial measurement invariance (each comparative fit index [CFI] $> .95$, root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] $< .04$, standardized root mean square residual [SRMR] $< .05$; Meredith, 1993). We used the latent variables at the three data collection points as a basis for estimating a latent baseline and difference scores model (for specification see Figure 1). More specifically, we estimated the change between baseline measurement and $t_2$ ($\Delta t_1, t_2$) and the change between baseline measurement and $t_3$ ($\Delta t_1, t_3$). To test the impact of parental separation on
developmental trajectories (Hypothesis 1), we estimated a multivariate latent change model for multiple groups (separation vs. nonseparation) and compared the resulting parameter estimations between these groups. Additionally, we used a multigroup model to test the effects of optimism on the developmental trajectories. We tested for the main effects of optimism (general promoting effects in the overall group, Hypothesis 2) by estimating correlations with the baseline measurements and regressions on the change scores and equating these parameter estimations between the groups (see Figure 1). Third, a multigroup model was used to test the interaction effects of optimism with parental separation on the developmental trajectories (specific protective effects, Hypothesis 3) by testing whether the effects of optimism differed between the groups.

We used the software Mplus 6.11 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2011) for statistical modeling. All models allowed for the hierarchical data structure produced by cluster sampling (for a discussion cf. Snijders & Bosker, 1999). We tested the significance of differences in parameter estimations using the model constraints option in Mplus.

Results

Parental Separation and Developmental Trajectories

First, we investigated the associations between parental separation and the developmental trajectories of academic achievement and self-esteem (Hypothesis 1) using a multivariate latent change model with multiple groups (RMSEA = .027; CFI = .970; Tucker–Lewis index = .968; SRMR = .048; strong factorial invariance). We report standardized mean differences, relative to standard deviations at t1. The results indicated differences in developmental trajectories of academic achievement as well as self-esteem as a function of parental separation (for an illustration see Figure 2): Adolescents whose parents separated during the seventh grade had already demonstrated lower academic achievement at the beginning of the seventh grade before parental separation ($\Delta M_{t1} = .55$, standard error [SE] = .163, $p < .001$). Furthermore, they showed a differential decline in academic achievement during the 7th grade relative to their classmates ($\Delta Diff_{t1} = .43$, SE = .165, $p = .009$) but no differential change between the 7th and 10th grades ($\Delta Diff_{t1} = .14$, SE = .174, $p = .438$). Regarding self-esteem, adolescents whose parents separated during the course of the school year showed no difference in self-esteem relative to their classmates at baseline ($\Delta M_{t1} = -.09$, SE = .180, $p = .611$), but they showed a differential decline during the 7th grade ($\Delta Diff_{t1} = .53$, SE = .217, $p = .014$) as well as between the 7th and 10th grades ($\Delta Diff_{t1} = .44$, SE = .222, $p = .049$).

The Promoting and Protective Role of Optimism

In the second block of analyses, we tested the effects of optimism on the developmental trajectories (Hypotheses 2 and 3; results are summarized in Table 1; for illustrations see Figure 3). To test the indication of a general promoting effect, we first tested the associations of optimism in the overall group. In support of Hypothesis 2, optimism showed a strong overall association with the baseline levels of both constructs: More optimistic adolescents showed higher academic achievement ($r = .27$, SE = .066, $p < .001$) and self-esteem ($r = .19$, SE = .028, $p < .001$). With respect to predicting change toward the end of the 7th and 10th grades, the effects of optimism were rather small and not statistically significant in the overall group (see Table 1).

To further explore the relations involving optimism, we tested the interactions by comparing parameter estimations between groups (i.e., differential effects for adolescents with or without parental separation; Hypothesis 3). In line with our hypotheses, the results indicated differential effects of optimism between the two groups regarding academic achievement (for an overview, see also Table 1). Adolescents with nonseparated parents showed positive relations between optimism and academic achievement at baseline ($r = .28$, SE = .055, $p < .001$) but no associations between optimism and change during the 7th grade ($b = .03$, SE = .056, $p = .591$), nor regarding the relation between optimism and change from the 7th to the 10th grades ($b = -.08$, SE = .052, $p = .123$). Adolescents whose parents had separated demonstrated no connection between optimism and academic achievement at baseline ($r = .08$, SE = .096, $p = .412$), but findings suggested a statistically significant prediction of optimism on the change in academic achievement during seventh grade ($b = .42$, SE = .177, $p = .018$). The positive prediction of optimism on the difference score of academic achievement between the 7th and the 10th grades showed no statistical significance ($b = .27$, SE = .287, $p = .349$). Comparing parameter estimations between the groups, we found no differences regarding the link between optimism and academic achievement at baseline ($Ar = .20$, $p = .329$). However, we found a larger impact of optimism on change in academic achievement during the seventh grade in the separation group ($Ab = -.39$, $p = .032$). Differences...
in the prediction of optimism on the change between \( t_1 \) and \( t_3 \) reached only marginal statistical significance (\( \Delta b = -.35, p = .057 \)).

Contrary to our hypotheses, the results indicated no differential impact of optimism on trajectories of self-esteem according to parental relationship status. In both groups, optimism showed positive connections to the baseline measurement of self-esteem (nonseparation: \( r = .18, SE = .035, p < .001 \); separation: \( r = .25, SE = .111, p = .025 \)) but no relations to the change during the 7th grade (nonseparation: \( b = .02, SE = .057, p = .697 \); separation: \( b = -.08, SE = .185, p = .663 \)) and between the 7th and the 10th grades (nonseparation: \( b = -.03, SE = .034, p = .432 \); separation: \( b = .03, SE = .125, p = .821 \)). None of the differences in parameter estimations between the groups reached statistical significance (\( \Delta b_{baseline} = -.07, p = .453; \Delta b_{Diff_1}, \alpha = .10, p = .810; \Delta b_{Diff_2}, \alpha = -.05, p = .366 \)).

Because we found differences in the baseline measurement for academic achievement, we estimated additional models using multivariate propensity score matching (PSM; e.g., Ho, Imai, King, & Stuart, 2011; Thoemmes & Kim, 2011) to control for baseline differences between the groups. PSM helps to increase internal validity, as it allows to distinguish the effects of parental separation on developmental trajectories more clearly from initial differences between the groups. Using matched samples, comparable on baseline covariates, the results remained statistically and substantially identical (results are available online as Supplemental Material).

Since previous studies reported effects of coping with parental separation by sex (e.g., McCabe, 1997) and educational status (e.g., Ross & Mirowsky, 1999), we estimated additional models including these demographic background variables as covariates. These supplementary analyses produced virtually identical patterns of effects.

**Discussion**

This study aimed to contribute to the understanding of how adolescents adjust to parental separation in two salient aspects of development during adolescence, namely academic achievement and self-esteem. To do so, we focused specifically on the protective role of optimism.

Regarding the general impact of parental separation, our study showed that the separation of parents is a stressful life event that is associated with declines in developmental trajectories of adolescents. We therefore replicated findings, which showed that adolescents whose parents separate or divorce are at risk for...
various negative outcomes (cf. Amato, 2010; Hartman et al., 2011; Lansford, 2009). We found associations with academic achievement over shorter time periods and with self-esteem over shorter and longer time periods. Our findings are comparable with previous findings, as for example, Sun and Li (2002) also report a negative effect of parental separation on both academic achievement and self-esteem during adolescence. Yet, we found a specific beneficial impact of optimism that appears to unfold in the context of parental separation (i.e., interaction effects). More optimistic youth showed lesser declines in their academic achievement following parental separation than less optimistic youth, whereas optimism appeared to have no effect on developmental trajectories of youth with nonseparated parents. More precisely, optimism moderated the negative association between parental separation and academic achievement and acted as a protective factor in this specific domain. Therefore, our findings highlight the general beneficial impact of optimism as well as the specific favorable effect for adolescents at risk and help to explain variability in reactions to the major life event of parental separation during this crucial period of life. Empirical studies already demonstrated generally beneficial effects of optimism on developmental trajectories as well as moderating effects of optimism on the adjustment to several stressful situations (cf. Carver et al., 2010), but no previous study showed that optimism seems to be an important factor for adolescents to cope more effectively with parental separation. One possible explanation for these beneficial relations could be that optimists may use more advantageous coping strategies that enable a better adjustment to adverse circumstances (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1992; Brissette et al., 2002; Carver et al., 1993). Previous empirical studies indicated that optimism is positively related to approaching coping strategies that aim to manage consequences of stressors and problem-focused coping strategies that involve efforts to actively change or reduce stressors and demands (Nes & Segerstrom, 2006). Building on this, optimism is an important resource for development in adolescence because it is associated with positive outcomes in general and helps to promote resilience in the face of significant adversity.

Moreover, the above-mentioned findings emphasize the importance and necessity of a conceptual differentiation between promoting and protective effects on developmental trajectories. As we found that more optimistic individuals show better adjustment to parental separation (i.e., protective effects), we found no overall beneficial effects (i.e., promoting effects) for this specific developmental period. Although many empirical studies fail to draw on such a distinction, it is essential to delineate general promoting effects on developmental trajectories from protective factors that enable individuals to adjust and adapt successfully after a negative life event or significant adversity (e.g., Keyes, 2004; Luthar et al., 2000).

In our study, we focused on associations with two highly relevant aspects of intraindividual development during adolescence, namely, academic achievement and self-esteem, and our results demonstrated that resilience against the negative impact of parental separation can vary with respect to several domains. Contrary to academic achievement, optimism did not moderate the negative association between parental separation and self-esteem. These results indicate that a factor that helps people to adjust better in one area appears to be not necessarily beneficial in others. Our findings therefore match current

---

**Figure 3.** Mean-level changes in academic achievement and self-esteem from the beginning of the 7th grade to the end of the 10th grade separated by parental relationship status and optimism.

*Note.* For graphical presentation, we picture two groups of optimism, namely, high optimism = 1 SD above average optimism; low optimism = 1 SD below average optimism.
assumptions in the research on resilience, which postulates domain specificity in adjustment processes (Luthar et al., 2000). One explanation could be that self-esteem and academic achievement represent disparate demands (internal vs. external) that may require the use of different coping strategies (cf. Nes & Segerstrom, 2006). Optimists should have an advantage in their adjustment to academic requirements, despite adversity because they use problem-focused coping strategies that help them to actively address external stressors and demands. However, maintaining self-esteem in the face of parental separation should rather involve emotion-focused coping strategies that are not necessarily more pronounced in optimists.

Some limitations of this study should also be noted. Although this longitudinal study used a large sample, some effects might be more subtle and are not detected due to test power. Even if our results suggest the practical importance of optimism for longer term changes in academic achievement after parental separation, this association failed to reach statistical significance.5 This may also explain why we did not find a clear long-term effect of parental separation on academic achievement6 as Sun and Li (2002) who found such a longer term effect.

In addition to declines in developmental trajectories associated with parental separation, we found differences in the baseline measurement for academic achievement. Baseline differences might be related to a different functionality in families (e.g., Strohschein, 2005; Sun & Li, 2001) but following our results, they do not seem to depend on the families’ economic resources.7 Amato (2010) speculated that this effect may be caused by increased stress due to frequent parental conflicts that precede separation. Although it seems plausible that parental separation can even cause effects before the event occurs, initial differences can challenge causal conclusions regarding effects following parental separation as other factors might be relevant for the different developmental trajectories being confounded with the treatment effect (e.g., baseline differences in academic achievement or parental socioeconomic status). However, we found the same pattern of results after controlling for baseline differences via PSM (for details, see the online Supplemental Material). As an additional limitation, due to the design of our study, we are not able to explain whether the (general) positive associations between the life outcomes and optimism (sensu promoting effects) are caused by high levels of optimism or vice versa.

Taken together, the results of this study contribute to the current knowledge of how young people are susceptible to and overcome such adversity as parental separation, especially during adolescence. They offer important insights into the role of optimism in developmental processes, explaining how individuals differ in their reactions to (severe) adversity in life, and thereby contribute to the literature on coping and resilience. To further expand our knowledge on the generality and specificity of resilience factors, future investigations should address the protective and promoting effects of optimism and related coping mechanisms with regard to variations in negative life events and other age-groups.

Appendix

![Timeline for Parental Separation](image)

Figure A1. Design of the study. Note. $t_1$ = first measurement point at the beginning of the 7th grade; $t_2$ = second measurement point at the end of the 7th grade (short-term associations); $t_3$ = third data collection point at the end of the 10th grade (longer term associations); and $t_{10}$ = additional measurement point midway through the 7th grade.
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Notes
1. McCabe (1997) found long-term effects of divorce in childhood on depression in young adulthood for women but not for men.
2. Early parental divorce (during kindergarten through to Grade 5) was more negatively related to trajectories of internalizing and externalizing problems, whereas later divorce/separation (Grades 6–10) was more negatively related to academic grades.
3. Ýevel and colleagues (2011) found positive effects of intervention-induced improvements in mother–child relationship quality in postdivorced families on children’s coping processes.
4. Optimism did not correlate statistically significant with following parental separation ($r = -0.06; p = 0.57$).
5. The required sample size for detecting this medium-sized effect ($b = .27$; Cohen, 1988) as statistically significant (two-tailed test, $\alpha = .05$) amounts to $n = 168$ (see G*Power 3.1; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007).
6. This small effect of $d = .14$ (Cohen, 1988) would require a sample size of $n = 664$ in each group to be detected using a two-tailed significance test with $\alpha = .05$ (see G*Power 3.1; Faul et al., 2007).
7. In our sample, the association between parental socioeconomic status and parental separation was not statistically significant ($r = -0.03, p = 0.524$).
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